
If you’re looking for experts in multimedia localization for Central and 
Eastern Europe, then look no further! ACP has localization specialists in the 

majority of countries across the region. 

“Call us today to 
speak to one of our 
localization experts.“ 

Passion makes perfect!
Our team of localization experts are passionate about all things digital. And they’re here to help you with the 
entire range of multimedia services. 

Experienced multimedia 
professionals 

Our localization team 
combines depth of 

experience, real talent, and 
state-of-the-art technology.

Local presence in Central 
Europe 

We have long-standing and 
successful relationships with 
native-speaking translators, 

technical specialists, and 
studios from all countries 

across Central and Eastern 
Europe.

Quality assurance 

Our comprehensive and 
trusted in-house QA 

processes and QA  specialists 
allow us to perform the 

highest quality selection and 
verification procedures.

Success in the digital age

                   MULTIMEDIA 
                       LOCALIZATION

What we offer

ISO 9001 

ISO 17100 ACP Traductera, a.s.,
Na Pikete 173/III, 377 01 Jindrichuv Hradec, Czechia

Skype name:
martina_s.traductera

+420 777 333 637
info@traductera.com
www.traductera.com

LEARN MORE...

Sample
projects
on the next page
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Sample projects
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In-house team 

Offering cost-effectiveness and time savings; 
we deal with all formats, and any type of 

complicated environment. 

Centralized services

Whatever your needs, we can deal with them all 
centrally, including: 

   VOICE-OVER                                              TRANSCRIPTION                          WEBSITE LOCALIZATION    
   SUBTITLING                                               LOCALIZATION                             LEGAL, SALES DOCUMENTS       
   VIDEO OR AUDIO PRODUCTION      TESTING                                          TRANSLATION OF MARKETING                                                                                                                                     
   DUBBING                                                    GRAPHICS PROCESSING         COLLATERAL ETC.                                                   

Our team of localization experts are passionate about all things digital. And 
they’re here to help you with the entire range of multimedia services. We 

have native translators, voice talents, engineers, and testers … who all have 
a deep understanding of country-specific cultures, and work seamlessly 

together to adapt your multimedia content to suit the needs of your target 
audience.  
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